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Emergency managers need actionable intelligence before, during, and after disasters. More than just situational awareness, the collection, analysis, and sharing of
intelligence can provide an incident’s response and recovery command and general staff with much needed decision-making information.
Emergency managers need intelligence throughout the disaster phase cycle – the ve mission areas of the National Preparedness Goal
(https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-preparedness/mission-core-capabilities) (prevention, protection, response, recovery,
mitigation) – which is more than just situational awareness during the response phase. The construct for this under both day-to-day planning,
organization, equipping, training, and exercising as well as response and recovery operations should be formalized for each organization that utilizes
the National Incident Management System (NIMS (https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/ les/2020-07/fema_nims_doctrine-2017.pdf)) and the
Incident Command Structure (ICS). Under the uni ed command concept, all of the branches, sections, task forces, strike teams, etc. bene t from a
common, coordinated, and collaborative series of intelligence tools and communications.
Although the investigation role has a primary law enforcement lead, other governmental and nongovernmental organizations need to
cooperate/coordinate with and potentially support the investigations activities. For example, re departments need to assist in preserving evidence of
a potential arson-caused re. When emergency medical services personnel – as part of the triage, transport, and treatment processes – identify and process victims
(including the uninjured ones), that information can be a valuable set of data for investigations.
Options for Incorporating Intelligence & Investigations

NIMS combines intelligence and investigations (I/I). Although advocating for a split of these activities within ICS might bene t emergency management, this article focuses
on the bene ts of aligning intelligence activities across all of the branches and throughout the disaster phase cycle. The Federal Emergency Management Agency, under the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security, has a formal structure designed for I/I that includes samples of nontraditional forms of I/I. The broad scope across the entire
disaster phase cycle is highlighted in the 2013 NIMS: Intelligence/Investigations Function Guidance and Field Operations Guide
(https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/ les/2020-07/fema_nims_intelligence-investigations-function-guidance-oct-2013.pdf):
The activities and information that are at the core of the I/I Function have historically been viewed as the primary responsibilities of “traditional” law enforcement
departments and agencies at all levels of government. Although, in many cases, law enforcement departments/agencies ful ll intelligence/investigations duties, the
I/I Function has aspects that cross disciplines and levels of government. “Nontraditional” forms of intelligence/investigations activities (i.e., non-law enforcement)
might include:
·

Epidemiology

·

Mass fatality management

·

Fire, explosion, or arson cause and origin (regardless of likelihood of criminal activity)

·

Transportation accidents

·

Real-time research and analysis intended to protect against, respond, and/or recover from a speci c incident (e.g., critical infrastructure vulnerability and
consequence analysis; hurricane forecast regarding strength and estimated point of landfall; post-earthquake technical clearinghouse; or post-alert volcanic
monitoring).

This broad de nition expands situational awareness to the bene t of the emergency management and uni ed command. Many organizations have an emergency
management group for their own internal continuity of operations/continuity of government. However, the communications of critical infrastructure vulnerability and
consequence management intelligence is critical for all disaster phases – not just the speci c mission essential functions and core capabilities that organizations have to
support for emergency support functions and community lifelines during response and recovery (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. NIMS Learning Materials slides (Source: FEMA Emergency Management Institute, 2017).

NIMS leaves the exact construct and placement of I/I up to the organization itself – and can be different day-to-day and during incidents (and even then, could be
organized differently depending on the speci c incident itself). In its lessons for the ICS 300 course, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA
(https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/ les/documents/ICS300Lesson02.pdf)) notes that I/I can be part of the command staff, a unit within the planning section, a
branch within the operations section, or as its own section.
The analysis and sharing of information and intelligence are important elements of ICS. In this context, intelligence includes not only national security or other types
of classi ed information but also other operational information, such as risk assessments, medical intelligence (i.e., surveillance), weather information, geospatial
data, structural designs, toxic contaminant levels, utilities and public works data, etc., that may come from a variety of different sources. Traditionally, information
and intelligence functions are located in the Planning Section. However, in exceptional situations, the IC may need to assign the information and intelligence
functions to other parts of the ICS organization. In any case, information and intelligence must be appropriately analyzed and shared with personnel, designated by
the Incident Commander, who have proper clearance and a “need-to-know” to ensure they support decision-making.
The USDA (https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/ les/documents/ICS300Lesson02.pdf) also states, “Regardless of how it is organized, the information and intelligence
function is also responsible for developing, conducting, and managing information-related security plans and operations as directed by the Incident Commander.” This
should place I/I more in line with the functionality of the safety of cer as well, during response phase activities. This also reinforces the commander’s intent in any incident
objectives of the L.I.P. (Life safety of responders and the public; Incident stabilization; and Property/asset protection). Intelligence plays a key role in maintaining the safety
and security of all responders on scene.
Regardless of where an organization places I/I, it should be designed and formalized ahead of an incident. The various constructs for intelligence gathering and
dissemination (e.g., day-to-day, during an assumed noncriminal incident, during a suspected criminal-incident) should be planned, organized, equipped, trained, and
exercised in the same way as all of the other branches and command. Everyone in the ICS should know how I/I will be placed and support their branches, at the start of
the Planning P (https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/ les/documents/fema_incident-action-planning-process.pdf). Although I/I might change or adapt as the incident
shifts, I/I should be a checklist item to establish, not an afterthought.
Three Case Studies

Intelligence plays a key role in protecting emergency responders and supporting
Emergency management should formalize the role of intelligence within their
the day-to-day (and response/recovery phase) operations of various
organizations – on an all-hazards basis, not just for potential criminal incidents.
organizations. Potential consequence management incidents impact continuity of
operations and any mission essential functions those organizations may be
supporting. Intelligence can be the trigger for activating response activities and
crisis management plans. It can also assist in providing continuous protection and prevention against additional adverse impacts that may occur during any incident –
especially those of a suspected criminal origination.
Case Study 1: White Powder Incidents. The attacks on the United States during 9/11 also included a white powder incident, which was identi ed as Anthrax. This was
initially thought of as connected to the airline hijackings and part of a complex coordinated attack (https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/amerithrax-or-anthraxinvestigation). Today, a major chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear, and explosive incident threat is from Fentanyl (https://www.dea.gov/factsheets/fentanyl) – and
it is a threat to all on-scene emergency responders
(https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/USDHSFACIR/2017/06/08/ le_attachments/828579/Fentanyl%2BGuide%2BPublic%2BFire%2BEMS%2BJune2017.pdf)
(not just law enforcement) and the public (https://www.ncnewsonline.com/news/local_news/council-president-tests-positive-for-fentanyl-after-white-powder-

incident/article_6b3ff202-fdb2-11ea-9302-071c4a5fc296.html) who may come in contact with this extremely deadly and potent chemical compound. Examples of
intelligence information sharing on this threat, include rst responder guidance (https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/fentanyl/toolkit.html) from the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health, a unit of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Case Study 2: Pandemics. The 2014 Ebola outbreak extended from West Africa into the United States – and the protocols and procedures
(https://www.networkforphl.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Emergency-Legal-Preparedness-Concerning-Ebola-Virus-Disease.pdf) for mandatory quarantines, rst
responder noti cations, etc. were critical to emergency management, as was intelligence about where this virus had spread. Although determining causality is certainly
important to investigations, the adverse impacts (both now and in the future) of the threat/hazard is more impactful to emergency management. As for Ebola and any other
pandemic, today’s coronavirus pandemic has the potential for predictive intelligence on where the next wave will impact; and how to target resources to the most
vulnerable and underserved populations, while protecting their individual health information privacy.
Case Study 3: Domestic Violent Extremists. Challenges for domestic violent extremists (as compared to foreign terrorist organizations) include the balancing of public safety
and security against individual constitutional and legal rights provided to citizens (e.g., free speech, freedom of assembly). Emergency managers are more concerned with
the “what” than the “who” of adverse impacts from threats/hazards. Still, there are times when individuals pose a threat (https://www.dw.com/en/father-who-namedchildren-adolf-hitler-and-eva-braun-changes-own-name-to-hitler/a-38792953) to multiple organizations, not just law enforcement. In such cases, coordinating threat
intelligence communications and reviewing infrastructure vulnerabilities and consequence management impacts to staff and continuity of operations – before an incident
occurs – are critical. When these U.S. citizen individuals commit violence (or become associated with groups that commit violence), they generally do not forfeit their
constitutional rights. Regardless of who commits the act, emergency management still needs to protect, prevent, and prepare to respond to all incidents, as well as
supporting protected activities (e.g., protests, even if they result in civil unrest). Also, these individuals do not operate within vacuums. They have interactions in their
communities that may generate cascading events (https://abcnews.go.com/US/parents-cannot-regain-custody-children-nazi-inspired/story?id=11334970), which may
escalate to the level of triggering violence or illegal acts themselves. Intelligence sharing from local law enforcement up through national intelligence agencies to other
organizations, as applicable to the potential for threats and hazards, is critical to continued mission success.

(Source: Barton Dunant, Emergency Management Training and Consul ng)
Future Opportunities

Resources and systems at the national level – originated by law enforcement, national security, and other entities – should be utilized by emergency management at the
state, territorial, tribal, and local government levels. The Homeland Security Information Network (https://www.dhs.gov/what-hsin), which is utilized by fusion centers
(https://www.dhs.gov/fusion-centers) is a system that emergency managers should subscribe to and be provided information access (even to items marked as law
enforcement sensitive). There is also an opportunity for academia to research and advocate for further integration of intelligence within emergency management. Historical
analysis, cross-referencing against social science modalities, and experiential learning are a few of the bene ts of incorporating undergraduate and graduate programs in
emergency/disaster management (as well as national security studies) for the purposes of advocating for intelligence integration. Coordinated and collaborative
intelligence is needed by emergency managers on an all-hazards basis, and across the entire disaster phase cycle.
Michael Prasad is a Certi ed Emergency Manager and is the senior research analyst for Barton Dunant Emergency Management Consulting (www.bartondunant.com).
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